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1 Introduction

The current system of taxation of multinational enterprises (MNEs) in the European Union is Separate

Accounting, where profits are taxed in the country where the multinational declares them. The European

Commission has proposed a joint augmentation of this Separate Accounting system by a cross-border

loss-offset under which losses of foreign subsidiaries of multinational firms reduce taxable profits of this

firm’s headquarter in another country. Such a common loss-offset provision should be first step toward the

implementation of a common consolidated corporate tax base (CCCTB) where multinationals’ taxable

profits (and losses) are first consolidated and then allocated back to the member countries for tax purposes

according to a certain apportionment formula that reflects the relative economic activities in the member

states (European Commission, 2006a). While the public finance literature has analyzed thoroughly the

welfare consequences of a move from Separate Accounting to the CCCTB, it has largely neglected the

implications of a move toward Separate Accounting with cross-border loss-relief.

Furthermore, a unilateral introduction of cross-border loss compensation, where only single countries

grant loss-offset provisions but others do not, is rarely observed in reality. Only four countries in the EU

allow multinational firms to reduce domestic tax liabilities using losses of foreign subsidiaries: Austria,

Denmark, France and Italy (European Commission, 2006a).

This article views the cross-border loss-offset as a tax competition instrument. We show that

countries, that compete with other countries for both mobile capital and profits of MNEs, grant general

loss-offset provisions. However, countries which compete only for real investment find it optimal to

prohibit the loss compensation. Thus, we provide an argument that may help explain the diverse behavior

of member states of the European Union. Additionally, we show that a joint introduction of a loss-offset

mechanism, in the way proposed by the European Commission, eliminates the distortions arising from

the current tax code and is welfare-improving.

The paper analyzes a model of n symmetric countries, each of which hosts a MNE with subsidiaries

in all countries. MNEs may shift profits from one country to another. Local governments set corporate

tax rates and the degree of cross-border loss-offset in order to attract investment and profits from each

MNE. The cross-border scheme allows a parent company to use foreign subsidiary’s losses to reduce its

tax liability, but no transfer of losses in the opposite direction is permitted. This is the mechanism

supported by the European Parliament (European Parliament, 2008)1.

This paper is the only one, to our knowledge, that investigates the endogenous choice of the degree

of cross-border loss-offset in a tax competition setting. The main contribution of the article is in deriv-

ing the conditions under which local governments choose to allow for a cross-border transfer of losses.

Furthermore, we show that a coordinated increase of the loss compensation is welfare-improving.

We obtain three main results. First, from the viewpoint of a social planner, it is optimal to allow

1The mechanism is called “deduction/reintegration method”, because once the foreign subsidiary becomes profitable,

the home government recaptures the loss-relief. The purpose is to avoid a double use of losses. We have left away this

characteristic of the mechanism, because it is not essential to the results.
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for full loss-offset. The rationale for this policy is that currently domestic subsidiaries are allowed to pool

their profits and losses which, in the absence of cross border loss-offset, creates a differential treatment of

domestic and foreign subsidiaries by the countries’ tax codes2. This differential treatment stimulates (i)

domestic investment (thus creating production inefficiency) and (ii) shifting of profits abroad (because

these profits may not be taxed there due to the higher probability of incurring losses). By introduc-

ing cross-boder loss-offset, the social planner ensures that domestic and foreign subsidiaries are treated

identically by the tax code. Thus, there is production efficiency in equilibrium and no profit shifting

occurs.

Second, we find that investment in foreign subsidiaries increases with more generous cross-border

loss-relief, because the transfer of losses raises the expected return on foreign investment. Therefore,

unilateral introduction of the loss-offset exerts a positive externality on the other countries. The increased

foreign capital demand raises the interest rate and lowers domestic investment. As a result, a positive

loss-offset rule reduces domestic tax revenues both directly (through the losses transferred by the MNE)

and indirectly (through lower domestic investment). Therefore, if only capital is mobile, the loss relief

is not employed in the decentralized equilibrium. Third, allowing for profit shifting in the decentralized

economy, we find that the amount of profits an MNE shifts from the parent company to foreign subsidiaries

falls when the cross-border loss relief is relaxed, because of the possibility to shift losses in the opposite

direction. This is a counteracting negative externality, which increases the equilibrium loss-offset above

zero. Therefore, we find that allowing for profit shifting activities of multinational firms reduces the gap

between the first-best and the decentralized loss-relief and can be welfare-improving. To the best of the

authors’ knowledge, Hong and Smart (2010) is the only other article to derive a utility enhancing role for

profit shifting. They find that international tax planning reduces the tax rate sensitivity of investment,

which increases equilibrium tax rates.

Our analysis is related to two strands of literature. The first investigates the introduction of cross-

border loss transfer in the European Union. The second deals with the implications of tax asymmetries

for investment and profit shifting behavior.

The literature on cross-border loss-relief is relatively scarce. Gérard and Weiner (2003) and Gérard

(2005) study tax competition in a setting with an exogenously given degree of symmetric loss-offset

provisions. They find that the ability to transfer losses mitigates competition in statutory tax rates.

However, in contrast to our analysis they do not derive the first-best or the equilibrium decentralized

levels of loss-relief.

The closest to our article is the paper of Haufler and Mardan (2014), who analyze the effect of

an introduction of cross-border loss-offset on the equilibrium tax rates, when countries compete for real

investment. They find that tax competition is intensified, if governments base the tax rebate for foreign

subsidiaries’ losses on its own tax rate. On the other hand, if the loss-relief is based on the tax rate of the

2In 2006, domestic loss relief within a group of companies (parent and subsidiary) was available in 18 EU countries. How-

ever, only 4 Member States allow for loss-offset between a domestic parent and a foreign subsidiary(European Commission,

2006b).
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country in which the foreign subsidiary resides, then tax competition is mitigated by a relaxation of the

loss-relief. Similar to Gérard and Weiner (2003) and Gérard (2005), Haufler and Mardan (2014) do not

consider the optimal loss-offset provision from the viewpoints of a social planner and local governments.

This is the main topic of our analysis.

Niemann and Treisch (2005) investigate the impact of the “deduction/reintegration method”, which

was introduced in Austria in 2005, on MNEs’ investment decisions. They find that real investment in the

foreign subsidiary is in general favored by loss-offsets, unless the parent does not have enough profit to

absorb foreign losses. Nevertheless, they neglect the welfare implications of loss compensation and also

treat the loss-offset provision as exogenously given.

The literature on tax asymmetries focuses mostly on asymmetric treatment of profits and losses of a

single firm3. The current article contributes to the literature by analyzing an asymmetry in the treatment

of losses of domestic and foreign subsidiaries. We find that it favors domestic investment and reporting

of profits abroad and, thus, leads to distortions in the world allocation of capital and profits.

Creedy and Gemmell (2011) investigate asymmetric treatment of own profits and losses, when firms

engage in loss shifting in order to minimize their tax payments. They show that higher asymmetry

discourages loss shifting, i.e. it reduces the behavioral effect on tax revenues following tax rate hikes.

Our model predicts that profit shifting is lower under a lower asymmetry in the treatment of home and

foreign losses, i.e. when the parent is able to use a greater proportion of foreign losses to lower its tax

liability. The reason is that loss shifting to the parent company is a substitute from transferring profits

abroad.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model and derives the firm

behavior. As a benchmark Section 3 investigates the Pareto efficient corporate tax rate and loss-relief.

Section 4 determines the degree of cross-border loss-offset in a decentralized setting. Section 5 simulates

the model. Section 6 discusses the policy implications for the EU and Section 7 concludes.

2 The Model

We consider a tax competition model with n countries, indexed by i, j, l = 1, . . . , n. Country i hosts a

MNE that we denote by MNEi and that has subsidiaries in all jurisdictions j = 1, . . . , n. Additionally,

country i is populated by a single resident, who is assumed to be risk neutral.

MNEi invests capital kji in country j with total capital demand of MNEi denoted by ki =
∑
j k

j
i .

The per unit cost of capital is deterministic and given by r > 0. All MNEs produce a homogeneous

consumption good. Production of the subsidiary of MNEi located in country j is yji and is determined

by the production function f(kji ) with positive but decreasing marginal returns, i.e. f ′ > 0 > f ′′.

Furthermore, we assume that the production function is quadratic such that f(kji ) = (a − (b/2)kji )k
j
i ,

3The implications of tax asymmetries for investment are investigated by Auerbach (1986); Mayer (1986); Devereux (1989);

Altshuler and Auerbach (1990). Panteghini (2001b,a) analyzes neutrality of asymmetric tax functions. More recently,

Edgerton (2010) estimates investment responses to tax incentives in a setting with tax carrybacks and carryforwards.
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where a, b > 0. In order to discuss the role of cross-border loss-offset provisions, we have to take into

account the possibility that foreign subsidiaries of a MNE incur losses. We do this by assuming that the

production of MNEi’s foreign subsidiary in country j is subject to a multiplicative country specific shock

θji , i.e.

yji = θji f(kji ), ∀i 6= j, (1)

where θji ,∀i 6= j are i.i.d. random variables. The shock equals 1/p with probability p, p ∈]0, 1[ and 0 with

probability 1 − p. This specification ensures that if MNEi invests equal amounts at home and at some

foreign subsidiary, the expected product is the same, i.e. E(θji ) = 1. However, due to the uncertainty of

foreign investment, the MNE may experience a loss abroad. In order to focus on cross-border loss-offset

we assume that domestic production is deterministic, i.e. yii = f(kii).

MNEi is able to shift profits between its headquarter and foreign subsidiaries. We denote by sji > 0

the profits of MNEi shifted from its subsidiary in country j to some other subsidiary or the headquarter

in country i. If sji < 0, then profits are shifted to the subsidiary in country j. Since profits transferred

away from one subsidiary must appear in the tax base of another subsidiary, we impose the condition∑
j s
j
i = 0. Moreover, profit shifting is associated with quadratic concealment costs C(s1i , . . . , s

n
i ) =

(c/2)
∑
j s
j2
i , c > 0, which are assumed to be identical for all MNEs4.

The government in country i taxes the profits of all subsidiaries operating in country i at a rate ti.

If a subsidiary is profitable, its tax base is yji − ρrk
j
i − s

j
i , where ρ ∈ [0, 1] denotes the rate of allowance

of capital cost, assumed to be ideantical across countries5. If it experiences a loss, it does not pay taxes.

Additionally, the local government in country i allows MNEi to use its foreign losses to reduce domestic

tax liabilities. The rate at which losses can be transferred is σi ∈ [0, 1], where σi = 0 denotes the case of

no loss-offset and σi = 1 represents the case of a full cross-border loss-relief6. Thus, the ex-post worldwide

tax liability of MNEi is given by7

Πit = ti
(
f(kii)− ρrkii − sii

)
− tiσi

n∑
j=1
j 6=i

(
ρrkji + sji

)
1{θji=0} +

n∑
j=1
j 6=i

tj

(
1

p
f(kji )− ρrk

j
i − s

j
i

)
1{θji=

1
p}
, (2)

4Modelling the optimal international tax planning decision with concealment costs is usual in the literature (see e.g.

Haufler and Schjelderup (2000); Haufler and Runkel (2012); Hong and Smart (2010)). For an alternative approach according

to which benefits of profit shifting are set against expected fines from the government see Devereux et al. (2008).
5Without loss of generality, we assume that concealment costs are not deductible from the tax base.
6Austria allows a proportion of losses equal to the ownership share of the parent in the foreign company to be transferred.

We model the degree of offset provisions in a different way in order to focus on its implications for investment and tax

planning activities. The effects of cross-border loss-offset on the ownership structure of multinational enterprises are

irrelevant for our purposes.
7We make two assumptions in defining Πit this way. First, it is assumed that sji is not too negative, such that −(ρrkji +

sji ) < 0, i.e. if a negative shock occurs at a foreign subsidiary, it will actually experience a loss. Otherwise, the cross-border

loss-offset will never be used. It can be shown that this assumption is satisfied in equilibrium if concealment costs are

sufficiently high (i.e. c is large). Second, we assume that even under full loss-relief (σi = 1) and occurrence of negative

shocks in all foreign jurisdictions, the sum of foreign losses and home capital cost allowances is less than output at home,

i.e. f(kii)− ρrki > 0.
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where 1{A} is the indicator function and equals 1 if A holds and 0 if A does not hold. The first term in

Equation (2) represents the tax payments of the headquarter of MNEi, the second term denotes all tax

rebates for losses incurred by the foreign subsidiaries of MNEi, while the last term gives the tax payments

of these foreign subsidiaries in countries j 6= i when they are profitable. Ex-post profits of MNEi can

then be written as

Πi = f(kii) +

n∑
j=1
j 6=i

θji f(kji )−Πit − rki − C, (3)

where we used the condition
∑
j s
j
i = 0 in order to cancel the profit shifting terms.

The multinational companies are assumed to make optimal investment and profit shifting decisions

to maximize the firm value before the realization of productivity shocks. While the assumption that

investment is undertaken before the value of θji is known is common in the literature, the assumption

of an ex-ante profit shifting choice needs more elaboration. Once the uncertainty is unveiled, the MNE

may wish to adjust the values of sji . Nevertheless, profit shifting may also be irreversible. This is the

case, for example, if the transfer of profits occurs through interest payments on internal debt, as the

proportion of internal financing must be chosen simultaneously with the investment decision. It may also

be the case, if the MNE shifts profits through manipulation of transfer prices. If the subsidiaries trade

inputs, these transactions occur before production takes place and must also be priced ex-ante. Since

the tax authorities check whether the transfer prices meet the arm’s length principle by comparing them

to comparable transactions from independent firms, sudden changes of transfer prices ex-post may be

associated with concealment costs which surpass the potential tax savings.

Investors are assumed to be risk-neutral and value maximization is thus identical to maximization

of expected firm profits8. Therefore, MNEi solves the following problem:

max
{kji ,s

j
i}nj=1

E(Πi) = f(kii)(1− ti) + ti(ρrk
i
i + sii) + tiσi

n∑
j=1
j 6=i

[
ρrkji + sji

]
(1− p) (4)

+

n∑
j=1
j 6=i

[
f(kji )(1− tj) + tjp(ρrk

j
i + sji )

]
− rki − C s.t.

n∑
j=1

sji = 0.

The Lagrange function of (4) depends on 2n+1 variables ({kji , s
j
i}nj=1 and the Lagrange multiplier). The

solution of the above maximization problem is presented in detail in Appendix A and gives the following

8The assumption that expected profit maximization is identical to value maximization is usual in the tax competition

literature. Wildasin and Wilson (1998) and Lee (2004) employ this simplification by assuming that investors are able to

shed all risk from firm ownership by owning only identical shares of foreign firms (households do not own the home firm in

their models, because its profits are positively correlated with wage income).
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results:

f ′
(
kii
)

=
1− ρti
1− ti

r, (5a)

f ′
(
kji

)
=

1− ρ(tjp+ tiσi(1− p))
1− tj

r, j = 1, . . . , n, j 6= i, (5b)

sii =
ti(1− σi(1− p))(n− 1)/n− p

∑
j 6=i tj/n

c
, (5c)

sji =
p(tj −

∑
l 6=i tl/n)− ti(1− σi(1− p))/n

c
, j = 1, . . . , n, j 6= i. (5d)

The above equations show that even in a symmetric situation with ti = tj = t and σi = σj = σ, as

long as σ < 1, the firm will (i) invest more at home than abroad (f ′(kii) < f ′(kji ) from (5a) and (5b))

and (ii) shift profits abroad (sii > 0 from (5c) and sji < 0 from (5d)). The reason for the first result is

that investment at home has a higher expected return. If a foreign subsidiary of the MNE experiences a

loss, it will not be fully taxed. On the other hand, the home subsidiary can always use a proportion ρ of

capital costs to reduce its tax liability. This leads to production inefficiency, which is greater, the lower

the cross-border loss-offset is. If and only if σi = 1, is the marginal product of investment and, thus,

investment itself, in the home and foreign subsidiaries equalized in a symmetric situation.

However, the offset provision has an impact on profit shifting, which goes in the opposite direction.

The expected benefits of reporting profits abroad are increased, when losses cannot be transferred fully

to the parent (σ < 1). In the absence of cross-border loss-offset (σ = 0), the expected benefits of shifting

one Euro of profits from the parent to the subsidiary in country j are ti − ptj , which is positive in a

symmetric situation9. On the other hand, when σi = 1, then multinationals do not have incentives to

report home profits in the foreign subsidiaries. The reason is that, in the case of full loss-offset (σ = 1),

transferring profits abroad leads to an equal reduction of the amount of losses, which can then be offset

against the home tax liability.

The first-order conditions (5a)-(5b) determine the capital demand in each country. Assuming that

the household in country i is endowed with an exogenous amount of capital k̄i, the capital market clearing

condition becomes
∑
i k̄i =

∑
i

∑
j k

j
i . Together the first-order conditions and the capital market clearing

condition determine the capital allocations {kji }ni,j=1 and the interest rate r as functions of the policy

parameters {ti, σi}ni=1. Totally differentiating these equations and evaluating the resulting expressions at

a symmetric situation with ti = t, σi = σ, we derive the following comparative static effects with respect

9We again assume that profits shifted are less than the loss experienced abroad. This simplification is not important for

the result, while it helps to explain the intuition more clearly.
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to ti (full derivation is presented in Appendix B):10

∂r

∂ti
= − (f ′(kii)− ρr) + (n− 1)(f ′(kji )− ρr(p+ σ(1− p)))

n[(1− ρt) + (n− 1)(1− ρt(p+ σ(1− p)))]
< 0, (6a)

∂kii
∂ti

= − (n− 1)[f ′(kji )n(1− ρ)− f ′(kii)ρ(1− p)(1− σ)]

nb(1− t)[(1− ρt) + (n− 1)(1− ρt(p+ σ(1− p)))]
, (6b)

∂kji
∂ti

= − (1− ρt(p+ σ(1− p)))
b(1− t)

∂r

∂ti
+
rρσ(1− p)
b(1− t)

> 0, ∀j 6= i, (6c)

∂kjj
∂ti

= − (1− ρt)
b(1− t)

∂r

∂ti
> 0, ∀j 6= i, (6d)

∂klj
∂ti

= − (1− ρt(p+ σ(1− p)))
b(1− t)

∂r

∂ti
> 0, ∀j, l; j 6= l, j 6= i, l 6= i, (6e)

∂kij
∂ti

= − Γ

nb(1− t)2[(1− ρt) + (n− 1)(1− ρt(p+ σ(1− p)))]
< 0, ∀j 6= i, (6f)

where

Γ ≡ r(n− 1)(1− ρt(p+ σ(1− p)))[1− ρ+ (n− 1)(1− ρ(p+ σ(1− p)))

+ nρσ(1− p)(1− t)] + rnρ(1− t)(1− p− ρtσ(1− p)) > 0.

All of the above comparative static results are unambiguous except for the effect of ti on the home

investment of MNEi, given by (6b). While an increase in the tax rate raises the cost of capital of the

home subsidiary, it also lowers the interest rate r according to (6a). If σ < 1, the second effect may

dominate and ∂kii/∂ti may be positive. However, looking at (6b) and noting that f ′(kji ) ≥ f ′(kii), a

sufficient condition for ∂kii/∂ti < 0 to hold is ρ ≤ n/(n + (1 − p)(1 − σ)). This condition is satisfied if

(i) the number of countries is large (large n), (ii) the degree of uncertainty is low (large p) or (iii) the

degree of loss-offset is large (large σ). Even if none of the above conditions holds, the deductible fraction

of capital cost ρ may be low enough such that ∂kii/∂ti < 0. For example, if n = 10, p = 0.5 and there

is no loss-offset, i.e. σ = 0, the sufficient condition for ∂kii/∂ti < 0 implies ρ ≤ 0.95. Furthermore, the

negative effect of ti on the interest rate r and its positive impact on the expected tax rebate for MNEi’s

foreign subsidiaries’ losses raises kji according to (6c). Moreover, (6f) shows that ti lowers the foreign

direct investment in country i kij , due to its positive effect on the cost of capital of these subsidiaries.

Lastly, the depressed interest rate stimulates investment elsewhere according to (6d) and (6e).

Second, the comparative static results with respect to σi, evaluated at a symmetric situation, are

10Note that in a symmetric situation each MNE invests the same amount in the home subsidiary kii = kjj and undertakes

identical investments in its foreign subsidiaries kji = kli,∀l, j 6= i. Nevertheless, kii 6= kji ⇔ σ < 1.
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derived in Appendix B and are given by

∂r

∂σi
=

rρt(1− p)(n− 1)

n[(1− ρt) + (n− 1)(1− ρt(p+ σ(1− p)))]
> 0, (7a)

∂kii
∂σi

=
∂kjj
∂σi

= − (1− ρt)
b(1− t)

∂r

∂σi
< 0, (7b)

∂kij
∂σi

=
∂klj
∂σi

= − (1− ρt(p+ σ(1− p)))
b(1− t)

∂r

∂σi
< 0, ∀j, l 6= i, j 6= l, (7c)

∂kji
∂σi

=
rρt(1− p)[n(1− ρt) + (n− 1)2(1− ρt(p+ σ(1− p)))]
b(1− t)n[(1− ρt) + (n− 1)(1− ρt(p+ σ(1− p)))]

> 0, ∀j 6= i. (7d)

A relaxation of the cross-border loss-offset lowers the MNEi’s cost of capital of investing abroad. This

effect raises investment kji according to (7d) and, therefore, has a positive impact on the interest rate r

(given by (7a)). Due to the increase in the interest rate, all remaining capital allocations decline according

to (7b) and (7c).

Additionally, the effects of the policy instuments on profit shifting can be derived from (5c)-(5d).

Noting that (5c) and (5d) depend only on sii and sji , respectively, one can differentiate each equation with

respect to ti and immediately derive the following comparative statics effects of a change in the tax rate

in country i:

∂sii
∂ti

=
(n− 1)(1− σi(1− p))

nc
> 0, (8a)

∂sjj
∂ti

= − p

nc
< 0, ∀j 6= i, (8b)

∂sji
∂ti

= − (1− σi(1− p))
nc

< 0, ∀j 6= i, (8c)

∂sij
∂ti

=
(n− 1)p

nc
> 0, ∀j 6= i, (8d)

∂sjl
∂ti

= − p

nc
< 0, ∀j, l 6= i, j 6= l. (8e)

An increase in the tax rate in country i lowers the profits reported in i, i.e. sii and sij rise according to

(8a) and (8d). On the other hand, the profits reported by the subsidiaries in all other jurisdictions go

up, i.e. sjj , s
j
i and sjl decrease due to the higher tax differentials ti − tj ,∀j 6= i.

Lastly, the effects of the loss-offset provisions on profit shifting can also be derived by differentiating

(5c) and (5d) with respect to σi. The resulting expressions are:

∂sii
∂σi

= − (n− 1)ti(1− p)
nc

< 0, (9a)

∂sji
∂σi

=
ti(1− p)

nc
> 0, ∀j 6= i, (9b)

∂sjj
∂σi

=
∂sij
∂σi

=
∂sjl
∂σi

= 0, ∀j, l 6= i, l 6= j. (9c)

Loss-offset provisions increase the MNEi’s incentives to report losses abroad, which in case of a negative

shock can be deducted from the domestic tax base. Therefore, sii declines and sji increases according to

9



(9a) and (9b), respectively. Since the loss-offset rule σi applies only to the multinational with headquarter

in country i, it has no impact on the incentives of other multinationals to transfer profits as shown in

(9c).

The household in country i is endowed with a fixed amount of capital k̄i and 1/n% ownership share

of each firm11. It consumes a quantity xi of the consumption good. As it does not face a saving decision,

consumption equals income, which consists of net return to the capital endowment k̄i and a proportion

of the profits of all multinationals according to its ownership share:

xi = rk̄i +
1

n

n∑
j=1

Πj . (10)

Additionally, each government collects tax revenue from the subsidiaries of all MNEs operating in its

country and uses it to provide a public good to its resident. Public consumption gi is given by

gi = ti
(
f(kii)− ρrkii − sii

)
− tiσi

n∑
j=1
j 6=i

(
ρrkji + sji

)
1{θji=0} + ti

n∑
j=1
j 6=i

(
1

p
f(kij)− ρrkij − sij

)
1{θij=

1
p}
. (11)

Furthermore, we assume that the marginal rate of substitution between private and public consumption

is constant and equal to one, i.e. expected utility is the sum of the expected consumption of the private

and public goods:

E(Ui) = E(xi + gi). (12)

The above utility function has been chosen in order to abstract from the issue of the optimal provision

of public goods12. The reason for choosing the functional form given in (12) is that it allows a clear

identification of the mechanisms, which lead to the need for coordinated increase of the cross-border

loss-offset, as well as the externalities, which determine the choice of σi in a noncooperative game13.

Additionally, each local government takes into consideration the sensitivity of its tax base with respect to

ti and σi, which is described by equations (5a) - (9c). Before considering the equilibrium local government

policies, we derive the optimal social planner’s choice as a benchmark.

3 Social Planner’s Choice

In this section we assume that there is a social planner, who chooses the efficient levels of the tax rates

and of the cross-border loss-offset of each country. Thus, the central planner maximizes over ti and

σi, i = 1, . . . , n, the sum of expected utilities of the residents of all countries, given by

E(U) =

n∑
i=1

E(Ui). (13)

11For simplicity, we do not explicitly model the optimal ownership decisions of households.
12In (12), gi can be interpreted as a transfer from the government to the citizen of country i.
13In section 6 we discuss the implications of introducing a more general utility function.
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The first-order condition of (13) with respect to the degree of loss-offset is

∂E(U)

∂σi
= ti

∑
j 6=i

(ρrkji + sji )(1− p)(1− 1) +

n∑
j=1

∂E(Uj)

∂r

∂r

∂σi

+

n∑
j=1

tj

(f ′(kjj )− ρr)
∂kjj
∂σi

+
∑
i 6=j

(
(f ′(kji )− pρr)

∂kji
∂σi
− σjρr(1− p)

∂kij
∂σi

)
− ti

∂sii
∂σi
−

n∑
j=1
j 6=i

[tjp+ tiσi(1− p)]
∂sji
∂σi

= 0, (14)

where

∂E(Uj)

∂r
=

(
k̄j −

1

n

n∑
i=1

ki

)
+

1

n

n∑
i=1

tiρkii +
∑
l 6=i

ρkli(tiσi(1− p) + tlp)


−[tjρk

j
j +

∑
i6=j

(tjσjρk
i
j(1− p) + tjpρk

j
i )]. (15)

The rationale of (14) is as follows. An increase in the degree of loss-offset in country i, σi, reduces directly

government i’s tax base by the same amount by which it increases private income. Since the marginal

rate of substitution is one, the overall direct welfare effect is zero (captured by the first term in (14)).

The second term on the first row of Equation (14) determines the impact on welfare through its effect

on the cost of capital r. It is expanded in (15) and consists of three terms, whose sum equals zero in

a symmetric optimum. The first term in (15) is zero when k̄i = ki,∀i. The second and third terms

represent the effect of r on the MNEs’ tax payments and government revenues, respectively. They are

of opposite signs and cancel each other out under symmetry. There are two remaining terms in (14):

the terms on the second (third) row of (14) show the welfare implications of the reactions of investment

(profit shifting) to changes in the loss compensation. In a symmetric optimum with ti = tj = t and

σi = σj = σ, both terms are positive whenever σ < 1. We prove this by inserting Equations (7a)-(7d)

and (9a)-(9b) in the above first-order condition. Evaluating at a symmetric optimum, we get

∂E(U)

∂σi
= t(p− 1)(1− σ)

∂sii
∂σi

+
trn(1− ρt)ρ(1− p)(1− σ)

b(1− t)2
∂r

∂σi
= 0. (14’)

The above equation is zero only at σ = 1, which means that a full cross-border loss-offset is joint-welfare

maximizing. The reason is that it ensures production efficiency and zero profit shifting at the optimum.
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The first-order condition with respect to ti is given by

∂E(U)

∂ti
=

(f(kii)− ρrkii − sii) +
∑
j 6=i

((f(kij)− p(ρrkij + sij))− σi(1− p)(ρrk
j
i + sji ))

 (1− 1)

+

n∑
j=1

∂E(Uj)

∂r

∂r

∂ti
+

n∑
j=1

tj

−∂s
j
j

∂ti
− p

∑
i6=j

∂sji
∂ti
− σj(1− p)

∑
i6=j

∂sij
∂ti

+ (f ′(kjj )− ρr)
∂kjj
∂ti

+
∑
i6=j

(
(f ′(kji )− pρr)

∂kji
∂ti
− σjρr(1− p)

∂kij
∂ti

) = 0. (16)

As in the first-order condition with respect to σi, the direct effect of ti on welfare vanishes, because it

raises tax revenues and lowers private income by the same amount (first term in (16)). Second, its impact

on the interest rate also vanishes in a symmetric optimum as in (14). The indirect effects of ti on tax

revenues in all countries through changes in investment and profit shifting are displayed in curvy brackets

in Equation (16) and determine the optimal tax rate. Using Equations (6a)-(6f) and (8a)-(8e), the above

first-order condition can be simplified in a symmetric optimum to

∂E(U)

∂ti
= − t(n− 1)[ρr(1− p)(1− σ)]2

b(1− t)2[(1− ρt) + (n− 1)(1− ρt(p+ σ(1− p)))]
− (n− 1)t(1− p)2(1− σ)2

nc
= 0. (16’)

The above equation is negative in the case of σ < 1 and identically equal to zero for any tax rate if σ = 1.

The reason is that at less than full loss-offset, corporate income taxation leads to production inefficiency

and profit shifting to foreign subsidiaries. Therefore, zero taxes are optimal in this case. However, above

we show that the Pareto efficient loss-offset is σ = 1. Consquently, the inefficiencies disappear and there

is no role for the corporate tax. As a result, the social planner is indifferent between all possible tax rates

ti ∈ [0, 1[. Therefore, denoting the Pareto efficient variables in the symmetric case as σ̂ and t̂, we have

σ̂ = 1, t̂ ∈ [0, 1[. (17)

In the rest of the analysis we will anylize the equilibrium noncoordinated levels of ti and σi and consider

the welfare implications of a coordinated increase in the loss provisions only. This is also the focus of

the European Commission, which aims at introducing cross-border loss-offset throughout the European

Union, while leaving the tax rate decisions to local governments (European Commission, 2006a).

4 Tax Competition

Turning to a tax competition environment, we assume that governments choose their tax rates and loss-

offset provisions simultaneously and non-cooperatively. An example where such a decentralized choice

has happened is the Austrian tax reform in 2005. It reduced the corporate tax rate from 34% to 25%

and introduced the possibility to transfer foreign losses to an Austrian parent at a proportion equal to

the ownership share in the foreign subsidiary.
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Thus, country i maximizes utility of its resident, given by (12), over ti and σi, taking tj , σj , j 6= i

as given and expecting the firms’ behavioral responses to its policy as described by equations (5a) - (9c).

The resulting first-order conditions are

∂E(Ui)

∂σi
= ti

∑
j 6=i

(ρrkji + sji )(1− p)
(

1

n
− 1

)
+
∂E(Ui)

∂r

∂r

∂σi
− ti (1− σi(1− p))

∂sii
∂σi

+ ti

(f ′(kii)− ρr) ∂kii∂σi
+
∑
j 6=i

(
(f ′(kij)− pρr)

∂kij
∂σi
− σiρr(1− p)

∂kji
∂σi

) = 0. (18)

∂E(Ui)

∂ti
=
n− 1

n

(f(kii)− ρrkii − sii) +
∑
j 6=i

((f(kij)− p(ρrkij + sij))− σi(1− p)(ρrk
j
i + sji ))


+
∂E(Ui)

∂r

∂r

∂ti
+ ti

(f ′(kii)− ρr) ∂kii∂ti
+
∑
j 6=i

[
(f ′(kij)− pρr)

∂kij
∂ti
− σiρr(1− p)

∂kji
∂ti

]

− (1− σi(1− p))
∂sii
∂ti
− p

∑
j 6=i

∂sij
∂ti

 = 0. (19)

In order to gain more intuition regarding the optimal tax rate and loss-offset provisions, proceed stepwise

and consider two cases. In the first case, multinationals face infinitely high concealment costs of profit

shifting such that sji = 0,∀i, j, i.e. there is no profit shifting and countries compete only for physical

capital. This case leads to easily interpretable equilibrium results. In the second case, both investment

and profits are mobile, which is the general situation considered in (18) and (19) above.

It has to be noted that, irrespective of the degree of profit shifting, the social planner’s optimal policy

remains the same. This can be directly inferred from (17), which states that σ̂ and t̂ are independent of

the marginal concealment costs c. Thus, there is no need to re-define the Pareto efficient levels of t and σ

for each case and we can judge the efficiency of the noncooperative policies by comparing them to (17).

4.1 Competition for Real Investment

In this subsection, we consider a situation, in which sji = 0 and ∂sji/∂zj = 0, z = t, σ,∀i, j. Thus,

countries compete only for investment. The first-order conditions (18) and (19) become

∂E(Ui)

∂σi
= −ti

∑
j 6=i

ρrkji (1− p)
(
n− 1

n

)
+ ti

(
f ′(kii)− ρr

) ∂kii
∂σi

(20)

+ti
∑
j 6=i

[
(f ′(kij)− pρr)

∂kij
∂σi
− σiρr(1− p)

∂kji
∂σi

]
< 0,

∂E(Ui)

∂ti
=

n− 1

n

(f(kii)− ρrkii) +
∑
j 6=i

(f(kij)− pρrkij)−
∑
j 6=i

σiρrk
j
i (1− p)

 (21)

+ti
(
f ′(kii)− ρr

) ∂kii
∂ti

+ ti
∑
j 6=i

[
(f ′(kij)− pρr)

∂kij
∂ti
− σiρr(1− p)

∂kji
∂ti

]
= 0.
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Equation (20) represents the first-order condition with respect to σi and is always negative. In order

to understand this, we consider the fiscal externalities of σi, i.e. the effect of σi on welfare in another

country j 6= i. There are two positive externalities of the loss-relief. They are given by

PEσ =
n− 1

n

n∑
j=1

∂E(Πj)

∂σi
=
n− 1

n
ti
∑
j 6=i

ρrkji (1− p) > 0, (22)

CFEσ =
∑
j 6=i

∂E(gj)

∂σi
=

tr

b(1− t)2
∂r

∂σi
[(1− ρt)(1− ρ+ ρn(1− p)(1− tσ)) (23)

+ (n− 1)(1− ρt(p+ σ(1− p)))(1− ρ(p+ σ(1− p)) + ρnσ(1− p)(1− t))] > 0.

First, due to the joint ownership of MNEs, a proportion (n−1)/n of the change in expected profits accrues

to the foreign residents. Since an increase in σi raises the tax rebate for loss making subsidiaries, MNEi’s

profits go up. This effect defines a positive profit income externality PEσ and is given by Equation (22).

Second, higher loss compensation raises investment in the foreign subsidiaries of MNEi (∂kji /∂σi > 0),

which overcompensates its negative effect on investment undertaken by all other MNEs due to the increase

in r. Thus, capital mobility leads to a second positive capital fiscal externality CFEσ, given by (23).

As a result, the sum of externalities is positive and σi is inefficiently low. Moreover, (20) contains three

negative terms, which leads to zero loss-offset in equilibrium. The first term represents the direct effect of

a relaxation of the loss-relief and is negative due to the PEσ, i.e. a higher level of σi lowers tax revenues

by more than it increases the income of the domestic household because of the international ownership

of MNEi. The second term shows that tax revenues decline due to the negative impact of σi on home

investment of MNEi k
i
i. The last term also represents a negative effect on tax revenues through the lower

inward foreign direct investment (kij declines) and the higher base for tax rebates (kji increases). Thus,

(20) is negative and national governments do not have incentives to implement cross-border loss-offset.

The optimal tax rate is determined by inserting σi = 0 in (21) and solving for ti. The tax rate

imposes two counteracting externalities on countries j 6= i. First, there is a negative profit income

externality (PEt), because a proportion (n− 1)/n of the burden of taxation is passed to the residents of

countries j 6= i. Second, there is a positive fiscal externality (CFEt), which stems from the augmenting

effect that ti has on the tax bases in countries j. Evaluated at σi = σj = 0, the externalities are given by

PEt(σ = 0) = −n− 1

n

(f(kii)− ρrkii) +
∑
j 6=i

(f(kij)− pρrkij)

 < 0, (24)

CFEt(σ = 0) =
(n− 1)tr

(1− t)

[
(1− ρ)

∂kjj
∂ti

+ (n− 1)(1− ρp)
∂klj
∂ti

]
> 0, (25)

where ∂kjj/∂ti and ∂klj/∂ti are given by (6d) and (6e), respectively. Overall, the equilibrium tax rate is

positive, which can be immediately seen by noting that (21) is positive at zero tax rates and zero loss-

offset. Using a superscript ∗ to denote a decentralized equilibrium with competition over real investment,

we get

σ∗ = 0, t∗ > 0. (26)
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A comparison of the above result and (17) shows that the equilibrium cross-border loss-offset is inefficiently

low: σ∗ = 0 < σ̂ = 1. In order to determine whether t∗ is above or below the efficient tax rate, one

needs to consider the first-order condition (16) of the social planner with respect to ti in the case of zero

loss-offset. Plugging σi = σj = 0 and c→∞ in (16), it becomes negative for all values of ti. The reason

is that in the absence of full loss-offset, each MNE invests more in the home subsidiary than abroad. This

leads to production inefficiency, which is increasing in ti. Therefore, it is optimal to set the tax rate at the

lowest possible level t̂(σ = 0, c → ∞) = 0. Hence, the equilibrium decentralized tax rate is inefficiently

high. Alternatively, one can prove that the corporate income tax is inefficiently high by showing that the

sum of the externalities (24) and (25) is negative, when evaluated at σ∗, t∗14:

PEt + CFEt = −

tr2(n− 1)

[
(1− ρp)(n− 2)[(n− 1)(1− ρtp) + ρ(1− p)(1− ρt)]

+2(ρ(1− p))2(1− t)

]
bn(1− t)3 [1− ρt+ (n− 1)(1− ρtp)]

< 0.

Nevertheless, a coordinated increase of the loss-relief to σ̂ = 1 is always welfare-improving, irrespective

of the inefficiency of t∗ or the change in t∗, following the reform. The reason lies in (17), which states

that at the efficient loss-offset, any tax rate is welfare-maximizing. These results can be summarized in

the following Proposition:

Proposition 1 When countries compete over real investment, the symmetric Nash equilibrium is char-

acterized by an inefficiently low level of cross-border loss-offset provisions σ∗ = 0 < 1 = σ̂ and an

inefficiently high tax rate t∗ > 0 = t̂(σ = 0, c → ∞). A coordinated implementation of full cross-border

loss-offset is welfare improving.

This result may explain why it is not a common practice to introduce cross-border loss-offsets. It is

consistent with the policies of 24 of the 28 European Union member states, which do not allow for cross-

border loss transfer. However, it cannot explain why the remaining four member states have relaxed the

loss-offset provisions. This policy becomes optimal, if one considers mobility of profits, which is the next

step in our analysis.

4.2 Competition for Physical Capital and Profits

In this subsection, we assume that both investment and profits are mobile. This means that the first-order

conditions, which define the equilibrium levels of ti and σi, are (18) and (19). Even though no closed-form

solution exists, we can describe the effects, which drive the equilibrium values of the choice variables.

First, (18) shows that a unilateral increase of σi affects welfare in country i directly and through the

reactions of investment and profit shifting. These three effects lead to three externalities on countries

j 6= i. We have already considered the profit income externality (PEσ) and the capital fiscal externality

(CFEσ). The sum of both externalities leads to zero equilibrium loss-relief σ∗ = 0 when only investment

14In order to derive PEt + CFEt, we inserted the first-order condition (21) in (24).
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is mobile. When profits are mobile, a negative externality appears, which may shift the equilibrium loss

compensation above zero. We call it the profit fiscal externality (PFEσ):

PFEσ =
∑
j 6=i

n∑
l=1

∂E(gj)

∂sli

∂sli
∂σi

= −
∑
j 6=i

tjp
ti(1− p)

nc
< 0. (27)

The reason for the above negative externality is that the loss-relief gives an opportunity for “free” profit

shifting, i.e. it allows MNEs to minimize their tax payments without having to incur the costs of tax

planning. Therefore, the profits reported by the MNEs at the home subsidiary are increasing in the degree

of the loss-offset. Equation (18) shows that, if the marginal costs of profit shifting c are sufficiently small,

the PFEσ becomes strong enough to lead to a positive equilibrium loss-relief. This is the case if (??) is

positive at σi = 0, i.e. if

∂E(Ui)

∂σi

∣∣∣∣∣
σi=0

= −n− 1

n
ti
∑
j 6=i

(ρrkji + sji )(1− p)

+ti

(f ′(kii)− ρr) ∂kii∂σi
+
∑
j 6=i

(f ′(kij)− pρr)
∂kij
∂σi

+
(n− 1)ti(1− p)

nc

 > 0.

As a result, sufficiently strong profit shifting introduces an externality that counteracts the PEσ and

CFEσ and may, thus, be welfare improving. If an interior solution of (18) exists, then the equilibrium

loss-relief in the case of capital and profit mobility is between σ∗ = 0 and σ̂ = 1.

On the other hand, (19) also shows that profit shifting has the expected negative impact on the

equilibrium tax rate, because the profits reported by each MNE in country i are declining in ti. Since

the tax rate is inefficiently high in the absence of profit shifting, this inefficiency seems to be mitigated.

However, the tax rate is not necessarily lower when profits are mobile, because the increase in the

equilibrium loss provision σ has a positive impact on the tax bases and may lead to higher taxation.

Overall it is not possible to analytically derive the sign of the change of the inefficiency in corporate

taxation.

Nevertheless, a coordinated increase of the cross-border loss-offset to the efficient level σ̂ = 1 is

unambiguously welfare-improving, since at the efficient level, any local tax rate ti between zero and one

is efficient. Denoting the equilibrium choice variables in case of mobile capital and profits as σ̃ and t̃, we

can summarize our findings as follows.

Proposition 2 Under capital and profit mobility, the symmetric Nash equilibrium is characterized by

less inefficient cross-border loss relief σ̃ > 0 = σ∗. A coordinated implementation of full cross-border

loss-offset is welfare improving.

The above result is able to elaborate on the anecdotal evidence for the reasons why countries relax cross-

border loss-offset. For example, the Austrian government conducted its group tax reform in 2005 with the

intention to make Austria an attractive destination for the establishment of holding companies (Niemann

and Treisch, 2005). Even though we do not consider the firms’ optimal headquarter location choice, we
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can use our framework to discuss how an MNE can benefit from moving its headquarter to a country

with positive σ. If a multinational decides to do so, it has to report profits in this country in order to be

able to absorb foreign losses. However, as a positive σ discourages investment, it is mostly through profit

shifting that companies would benefit, were they to decide to move their headquarter. The government,

on the other hand, benefits from the profit shifting, which occurs.

Therefore, the current analysis has shown that cross-border loss-offset is a tax competition instru-

ment, which is only used when a country tries to attract mobile profits. Furthermore, Proposition 2 shows

that the welfare of each country in a noncooperative Nash equilibrium may be an increasing function of

the easiness of implementing international tax planning. This is the case, if its impact on the inefficiency

of the corporate tax does not reduce welfare by more than its impact on the loss compensation rule

increases welfare.

However, the model is too complex to derive analytical results on the impact of international profit

shifting on equilibrium welfare. Therefore, we perform numerical analysis of the model for different

parameter values to illustrate the results.

5 Simulation

We simulate our results under the assumption of a quadratic production function, i.e. f(kji ) = (a −
(b/2)kji )k

j
i ,∀i, j, a, b > 0. The results of the simulation are given in Table 1.

c Ui ti σi kii kji sii sji

Social Planner ∈]0,∞[ 8.75 ∈ [0, 1[ 1 1 1 0 0

No Profit Shifting ∞ 8.741 0.323 0 1.168 0.958 0 0

Low Profit Shifting 0.1 8.724 0.186 0.159 1.079 0.98 0.625 −0.16

Intermediate Profit Shifting 0.05 8.742 0.134 0.539 1.031 0.992 0.496 −0.124

High Profit Shifting 0.01 8.749 0.041 0.884 1.002 0.999 0.187 −0.047

Table 1: Numerical solution of the model for k̄i = 5, n = 5, a = 2, b = 0.5, ρ = 0.4, p = 0.5.

The benchmark parameter values are k̄i = 5, n = 5, a = 2, b = 0.5, ρ = 0.4, p = 0.5. Thus, there

is 50% chance that investment in the foreign country will be successful (and bring twice the domestic

revenues) and 50% probability of zero sales. The parameter value ρ = 0.4 corresponds to deductibility

of 40% of capital costs, i.e. if there is no depreciation, it implies 40% debt-to-capital ratio. Lastly,

k̄i = n = 5 means that in a symmetric situation with full loss-offset, the representative MNE invests 1

unit of capital in each subsidiary.

Table 1 considers five different cases. The first case is of a social planner and gives the maximum

attainable utility for any degree of profit shifting possibilities. In equilibrium sji = 0, due to the symmetry

of the tax treatment of home and foreign losses (i.e. σ̂ = 1). Moreover, there is production efficiency, i.e.
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each MNE invests equal amounts in its home and foreign subsidiaries15.

In the second row of Table 1 we consider the case of capital mobility, but no profit shifting opportu-

nities, i.e. c→∞. In this case the equilibrium loss-offset becomes zero, while the equilibrium tax rate is

t∗ = 0.323. This leads to higher investment in the home subsidiary relative to the first-best case (kii in-

creases from 1 to 1.168) and less foreign investment undertaken by each MNE (kji declines from 1 to 0.958).

This results in production inefficiency and leads to lower equilibrium utility U∗ = 8.741 < Û = 8.7516.

The last three rows analyze the noncooperative equilibrium, when profit shifting possibilities exist.

First, when the marginal concealment costs are relatively large (c = 0.1), the optimal cross-border loss-

offset is 0.159. The equilibrium tax falls to 0.186. The production inefficiency declines as capital in the

home subsidiary is 1.079, which is less than in the case of capital mobility (1.168), but still above the

first-best level of 1. There is also profit shifting in equilibrium from the home to foreign subsidiaries

(s̃ii = 0.625, s̃ji = −0.16), because of the incomplete loss-compensation. As a result, equilibrium utility

drops further, i.e. Ũ(c = 0.1) = 8.724 < U∗ < Û .

However, as the marginal costs of profit shifting drop, σ̃ rises. If c = 0.05, the optimal loss relief

becomes 0.539 and the equilibrium tax rate goes down to 0.134. Utility in equilibrium rises with lower

concealment costs, because of the relaxation of loss compensation, to Ũ(c = 0.05) = 8.742 > Ũ(c = 0.1).

Moreover, welfare in this case (with profit shifting) is higher than in the absence of profit shifting (8.742 >

8.741). This happens because the production inefficiency in mitigated and in spite of the profit shifting

in equilibrium. Furthermore, as the marginal concealment costs of profit shifting decline, the equilibrium

sii and sji decrease in absolute value (see the last two columns of Table 1). The reason is that lower c

raises the equilibrium loss-offset, which exerts a negative impact on the incentives to transfer profits.

Lastly, reducing further the marginal concealment costs raises the equilibrium loss-offset and lowers

the equilibrium tax rate. Both effects lower the incentives of multinationals to invest more at home than

in the foreign subsidiary and to shift profits. The impact on welfare is positive.

Hence, the simulation has shown that introducing profit shifting possibilities may be welfare-

improving in this model. The less costly it is for each multinational to minimize its worldwide tax

liabilities, the larger is the negative profit fiscal externality. Since it moves the decentralized equilibrium

loss-relief to its first-best level, utility of the resident of each country may rise.

This result is essential to the discussion of profit shifting activities of MNEs, which usually focuses

on their negative welfare implications. To the best of our knowledge, the only other article which derives

a positive impact of international tax planning on utility is Hong and Smart (2010). They show that real

investment of MNEs is less sensitive to tax rate hikes, if they are able to report profits in tax havens.

This allows governments in high-tax countries to increase the equilibrium tax rates above their level in

the absence of international tax planning. As a result, tax competition is mitigated and welfare rises.

Our analysis complements this article by deriving a new positive feature of profit shifting. It

mitigates the incentives of governments to favor home investment against foreign investment in their tax

15The equilibrium interest rate is not reported in Table 1. It depends on the tax rate and equals r = 7.5(1− t)/(5− t).
16The interest rate is in this case determined and equals r = 1.1.
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codes. Since this discrimination leads to production inefficiency, the introduction of tax planning may be

welfare-improving.

6 Discussion and Extensions

The European Commission (2006a) views the introduction of cross-border loss-offset as an intermediate

solution towards the implementation of a Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB). It has

advocated this view on several grounds. First, in the absence of loss-relief domestic investments are

favored against investments in other member states. Second, large member states are more attractive in-

vestment locations, because of their larger markets and, thus, less risk that losses cannot be set off against

potential profits. Moreover, large companies are favored against small and medium-sized enterprises, be-

cause they are able to invest in more activities abroad and, therefore, absorb losses from one activity

with profits from another activity in the same country. Additionally, the choice between a permanent

establishment and a subsidiary is influenced, because currently losses of permanent establishments are

transferrable across borders.

Even though the Commission considers three different approaches for loss-relief, the approach which

is favored by the European Parliament is the “deduction/reintegration method” (temporary loss transfer)

(European Parliament, 2008)17. It allows a parent company to deduct from its revenue losses from a

foreign subsidiary. However, in order to avoid a double use of foreign losses, the cross-border loss-relief is

recaptured when the foreign subsidiary becomes profitable (and can use a carry-forward abroad). Thus,

this method avoids a double use of losses18.

The current analysis has derived analytical results, which support the joint implementation of cross-

border loss-offset in the European Union. However, there are two further issues, which have not been

addressed by the analysis so far. First, we have ignored the possibility that the public good may have

larger weight in the welfare function than private consumption. If this holds, the first-best level of

σ falls below 100%. Nevertheless, the main results of the paper remain qualitatively unchanged, i.e.

joint coordination of the loss-relief remains in general welfare-improving. Second, we have neglected the

impact of cross-border loss-relief on the riskiness of government revenues. If governments are interested

in minimizing the variation of tax receipts, less than full loss-offset may be optimal. In the following, we

will illustrate these two extensions.

17The other two approaches are “intra-group loss transfer” and “system of consolidated profits”. Under the first one,

there is a definitive transfer of losses or profits without recapture, which may create problems of double use of losses. The

other approach consolidates profits and losses of some or all group members at the level of the parent company and would

eliminate the possibility of double taxation and double use of losses by applying the credit method. However, it would lead

to large compliance costs (European Commission, 2006a).
18This is also the method analyzed in this paper, even though we did not model the recapture of foreign losses. However,

introducing a recapture in a second period does not change qualitatively the results of the model.
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Assume first that the public good has a weight λ > 1 in the utility function, such that19

E(Ui) = E(xi + λgi). (28)

In this case a social planner must weight the benefits of increasing σ against the loss of tax revenue, which

has larger weight than private consumption. Therefore, the first-best level of the loss-relief is between

zero and one (the equilibrium values of the loss-offset provisions σ̂, σ∗ and σ̃ when utility is represented

by (28) are derived in Appendix C). However, the externalities which σi imposes on countries j remain

qualitatively unchanged. Thus, when only capital relocates, the noncooperative loss-offset is zero and

remains inefficiently low. On the other hand, under capital and profit mobility, each government sets σi

at a positive level. Since σ̂ < 1, the optimal decentralized loss compensation may be inefficiently high

in the case of a sufficiently strong profit fiscal externality. However, if the marginal concealment costs

are not too negligible, the decentralized loss-relief remains inefficiently low as in the main setting of the

model. As a consequence, the results are likely to be preserved, if one uses as welfare function (28) instead

of (12).

Another implication of the loss-relief mechanism is that it affects the volatility of public revenues.

This effect is important, because governments may wish to minimize the uncertainty of tax receipts. An

example of such policy is the minimum taxation in Germany, which limits the use of loss carryforwards

up to 60% of corporate income in excess of one million Euro. Therefore, we need to derive the impact of

the cross-border loss-offset on the variance of gi, which is given by

V ar(gi) = p(1− p)t2i

σ2
i

∑
j 6=i

(ρrkji + sji )

2

+

∑
j 6=i

(
1

p
f(kij)− ρrkij − sij

)2
 . (29)

Equation (29) shows that the direct effect of σi on the variance of tax revenues is positive. This impact

mitigates the social planner’s and regional governments’ incentives to relax the loss-offset provisions.

Nevertheless, the overall effect of σi on the variance is unknown. Moreover, we can show that a marginal

introduction of a loss-offset rule above zero actually reduces the variability of gi. The marginal impact is

derived by taking the derivative of V ar(gi) with respect to σi and estimating it at a symmetric situation

with σi = σj = 0:

∂V ar(gi)

∂σi

∣∣∣∣∣
σ=0

= 2p(1−p)t2i (n−1)

(
1

p
f(kij)− ρrkij − sij

)[
(n− 1)

(
1

p
f ′(kij)− ρr

)
∂kij
∂σi
− ρkij

∂r

∂σi

]
< 0.

The above result is based on the negative effect of the loss relief on the inward foreign direct investment

kij and its positive impact on the interest rate r. However, relaxing further σ raises the variance of gi

19The objective function in (28) is standard in the literature (see e.g. Bucovetsky and Haufler (2008); Haufler and Runkel

(2012)). One way to interpret it is to assume that the public good has a constant marginal valuation above its cost. Another

possible explanation would be that there is some other distortionary tax with marginal excess burden of λ−1 > 0. Keeping

the government revenue constant, higher corporate taxation allows a reduction of the other tax rate and the distortion

associated with it.
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both through the increased proportion of foreign-incurred losses (ρrkji + sji ) which are transferable across

borders and through its positive effect on these losses, given by d(ρrkji + sji )/dσi > 0. The net impact of

the loss relief on the variance is undetermined for positive values of σi.

Nevertheless, the above result shows that even if a government is interested in minimizing the

variability of its revenues, a positive degree of cross-border loss-relief may be optimal. However, further

research is necessary in order to establish the exact relationship between the loss-offset provisions and

the uncertainty of tax revenues.

7 Conclusions

This article has analyzed cross-border loss-offset as a tax competition instrument. If countries compete

only to attract physical investment, they will never introduce a cross-border loss-relief, because it stim-

ulates MNEs to invest abroad (exerting a positive externality on the rest of the world). If countries

compete to attract mobile capital and profits, in contrast, they will relax the degree of loss compensa-

tion, because it stimulates the MNEs to transfer profits to their parent (exerting a negative externality

on the remaining countries). However, the equilibrium loss-relief remains inefficiently low and a joint

coordination is welfare-improving.

Thus, unlike the corporate tax rate, which affects negatively both domestic investment and the

reported tax base and is ubiquitously used as a tax competition device, the cross-border loss-offset will

be put in place only by those countries, which face more mobile profits than investment.

These results are in line with empirical evidence. Reductions of the corporate tax rate during the

last decades are widely documented, e.g. Devereux et al. (2008) observe a decrease of the mean statutory

rate in 21 OECD countries from 46.5% in 1982 to 34.7% in 1999. However, cross-border loss-offset is

rarely implemented. There are only four countries in the EU, which have introduced it: Denmark, France,

Italy and Austria.

We find that joint introduction of full cross-border loss-offset is welfare-improving, because it ensures

production efficiency and zero profit shifting in equilibrium. However, it may raise new problems to

governments such as increased volatility of public revenues. Further analysis is necessary to determine

how governments can react to these issues.

A Solving the Maximization Problem of MNEs

MNEi solves the maximization problem described by Equation (4). Its Lagrange function is given by

L = f(kii)(1− ti) + ti(ρrk
i
i + sii) + tiσi

∑
j 6=i

[
ρrkji + sji

]
(1− p)

+
∑
j 6=i

[
f(kji )(1− tj) + tjp(ρrk

j
i + sji )

]
− rki − C − λ

n∑
j=1

sji , (A.30)
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where λ denotes the Lagrange multiplier. Its first-order conditions are

∂L

∂kii
= f ′(kii)(1− ti) + tiρr − r = 0, (A.31a)

∂L

∂kji
= f ′(kji )(1− tj) + tjρrp+ tiσiρr(1− p)− r = 0, ∀j 6= i, (A.31b)

∂L

∂sii
= ti − csii − λ = 0, (A.31c)

∂L

∂sji
= ptj + tiσi(1− p)− csji − λ = 0, ∀j 6= i, (A.31d)

∂L

∂λ
= −

n∑
j=1

sji = 0. (A.31e)

Solving Equations (A.31a) and (A.31b) gives Equations (5a) and (5b) in the main text. The solutions of

(A.31c) and (A.31d) give

sii =
ti − λ
c

, (A.32)

sji =
ptj + tiσi(1− p)− λ

c
, ∀j 6= i. (A.33)

Summing (A.32) and (A.33) and plugging (A.31e) in the resulting equation, we can solve for λ : λ =

[ti(1 + (n − 1)σi(1 − p)) + p
∑
j 6=i tj ]/n. Plugging the optimal value of λ in (A.32) and (A.33) gives

Equations (5c) and (5d) in the main text.

B Derivation of the Comparative Statics Results (6)-(7)

In order to derive the comparative static effects of changes in ti and σi on the optimal investment levels, we

need to totally differentiate the system of Equations (5a)-(5b) and the capital market clearing condition∑
i

∑
j k

j
i =

∑
i k̄i with respect to ti, σi and kji ,∀i, j. In doing so, we obtain the following n2+1 equations:

−bdkii =
(1− ρti)
(1− ti)

dr +
(1− ρ)r

(1− ti)2
dti + 0dσi, (B.34)

−bdkji =
(1− ρ(tjp+ tiσi(1− p)))

(1− tj)
dr − ρσi(1− p)r

(1− tj)
dti −

ρti(1− p)r
(1− tj)

dσi, ∀j 6= i, (B.35)

−bdkjj =
(1− ρtj)
(1− tj)

dr + 0dti + 0dσi, ∀j 6= i, (B.36)

−bdklj =
(1− ρ(tlp+ tjσj(1− p)))

(1− tl)
dr + 0dti + 0dσi, ∀j 6= i, l, ∀l 6= i, j, (B.37)

−bdkij =
(1− ρ(tip+ tjσj(1− p)))

(1− ti)
dr +

(1− ρ(p+ tjσj(1− p)))r
(1− ti)2

dti + 0dσi, ∀j 6= i, (B.38)

0 =

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

kji . (B.39)

First, we set dσi = 0 and solve for dti 6= 0. Summing Equations (B.34)-(B.38) and plugging in (B.39),

we can derive the impact of a tax rate change on the interest rate ((6a) in the main text). Evaluating in
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a symmetric situation, we get

∂r

∂ti
= − r(1− ρ+ (n− 1)(1− ρ(p+ σ(1− p))))

n(1− t)[(1− ρt) + (n− 1)(1− ρt(p+ σ(1− p)))]
< 0, (B.40)

Moreover, we can use the first-order conditions (5a) and (5b) in order to simplify (B.40). Rearranging

(5a) and (5b), we get

f ′(kii)− ρr =
(1− ρ)r

(1− t)
, f ′(kji )− ρr(p+ σ(1− p)) =

(1− ρ(p+ σ(1− p)))r
(1− t)

. (B.41)

Plugging (B.41) in (B.40) gives Equation (6a) in the main text. Furthermore, from combining (6a) with

(B.35), (B.36) and (B.37) follow immediately Equations (6c), (6d) and (6e). In order to derive (6b), we

need to plug (6a) in (B.34) and evaluate at a symmetric situation:

∂kii
∂ti

=
(1− ρti)
b(1− ti)

(f ′(kii)− ρr) + (n− 1)(f ′(kji )− ρr(p+ σ(1− p)))
n[(1− ρt) + (n− 1)(1− ρt(p+ σ(1− p)))]

− (f ′(kii)− ρr)
b(1− t)

=
(1− ρt)(f ′(kji )− ρr(p+ σ(1− p)))]− (n− 1)[(f ′(kii)− ρr)(1− ρt+ n(1− ρt(p+ σ(1− p))))

b(1− t)n[(1− ρt) + (n− 1)(1− ρt(p+ σ(1− p)))]

= − (n− 1)[n(f ′(kii)− ρr)(1− ρt(p+ σ(1− p)))− (1− ρt)ρr(1− p)(1− σ)/(1− t)]
b(1− t)n[(1− ρt) + (n− 1)(1− ρt(p+ σ(1− p)))]

, (B.42)

where in the last equality we used f ′(kii)− ρr − (f ′(kji )− ρr(p+ σ(1− p))) = −ρr(1− p)(1− σ)/(1− t).
Finally, we can replace (f ′(kii)− ρr)(1− ρt(p+ σ(1− p))) by (1− ρ)f ′(kji ) and (1− ρt)r/(1− t) by f ′(kii)

in the last row of Equation (B.42) in order to derive (6b) in the main text.

Furthermore, (6f) can be derived by plugging (B.40) in (B.38), evaluating in a symmetric situation

and simplifying:

∂kij
∂ti

= − (1− ρt(p+ σ(1− p)))
b(1− t)

∂r

∂ti
− (1− ρ(p+ tσ(1− p)))r

b(1− t)2
(B.43)

= −

[
(1− ρ(p+ tσ(1− p)))n[1− ρt+ (n− 1)(1− ρt(p+ σ(1− p)))]
−(1− ρt(p+ σ(1− p)))[1− ρ+ (n− 1)(1− ρ(p+ σ(1− p)))]

]
r

b(1− t)2n[(1− ρt) + (n− 1)(1− ρt(p+ σ(1− p)))]
.

The denominator of (B.43) coincides with the denominator of (6f), while the numerator can be shown to

equal Γ > 0 after some tedious calculations.

The second step is to derive the comparative statics results when the loss-offset rule changes. Setting

dσi 6= 0 and dti = 0 in Equations (B.34)-(B.38) and summing up all equations, we can show that in

symmetric situation

∂r

∂σi
=

rρt(1− p)(n− 1)

n[(1− ρt) + (n− 1)(1− ρt(p+ σ(1− p)))]
> 0. (B.44)

Equation (B.44) coincides with (7a) in the main text. Furthermore, plugging (B.44) in (B.34)-(B.38),

one can immediately derive Equations (7b)-(7d).
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C Derivation of the Equilibrium Loss-Offset When Utility is

Represented by (28)

If the utility function is given by (28), then the first-order condition of the social planner with respect to

σi is given by

∂E(U)

∂σi
= ti

∑
j 6=i

(ρrkji + sji )(1− p)(1− λ) +

n∑
j=1

∂E(Uj)

∂r

∂r

∂σi

+ λ

n∑
j=1

tj

(f ′(kjj )− ρr)
∂kjj
∂σi

+
∑
i 6=j

(
(f ′(kji )− pρr)

∂kji
∂σi
− σjρr(1− p)

∂kij
∂σi

)
− λti

∂sii
∂σi
− λ

n∑
j=1
j 6=i

[tjp+ tiσi(1− p)]
∂sji
∂σi

= 0, (C.45)

where

∂E(Uj)

∂r
=

(
k̄j −

1

n

n∑
i=1

ki

)
+

1

n

n∑
i=1

tiρkii +
∑
l 6=i

ρkli(tiσi(1− p) + tlp)


−λ[tjρk

j
j +

∑
i 6=j

(tjσjρk
i
j(1− p) + tjpρk

j
i )]. (C.46)

Equation (C.45) differs from the social planner’s first-order condition when λ = 1 by the first two terms,

which are negative. First, higher σi reduces public good provision in country i by the same amount by

which it increases private income. However, the net direct effect is negative due to the higher weight of

gi in the utility function. Second, the positive impact of σi on r also decreases welfare of all countries,

because an increase in the interest rate lowers tax revenues (according to the second row of (C.46)) by the

same amount by which it decreases the tax payments of MNEs. Due to λ > 1, the net effect is negative.

However, the second and third row of (C.45) are positive and lead to σ̂ which is between zero and one

when there is an interior solution.

The first-order condition with respect to σi of national governments is given by

∂E(Ui)

∂σi
= ti

∑
j 6=i

(ρrkji + sji )(1− p)
(

1

n
− λ
)

+
∂E(Ui)

∂r

∂r

σi
− λti (1− σi(1− p))

∂sii
∂σi

+ λti

(f ′(kii)− ρr) ∂kii∂σi
+
∑
j 6=i

(
(f ′(kij)− pρr)

∂kij
∂σi
− σiρr(1− p)

∂kji
∂σi

) = 0. (C.47)

The above equation is negative for all values of σi when there is no profit shifting, i.e. when c →
∞. Compared to (18) in the main text, the negative terms are more pronounced due to λ > 1 and

an additional negative term through the interest rate change appears, i.e. (∂E(Ui)/∂r)(∂r/∂σi) < 0

according to (C.46). Therefore, σ∗ = 0 as in the main text with λ = 1. Introducing profit shifting creates

a negative externality of the cross-border loss-offset, which may lead to a positive equilibrium loss-relief.
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However, if the marginal costs of profit shifting are too low, i.e. if c → 0, the last term on the first row

of (C.47) may be large enough to induce inefficiently high loss-offset.
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